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In this paper we consider paths from (0. Oj to (2n, 2n) whose steps are (I, 0). (0, I ) and ( 1, 1). each step 
with weight A, C, B respectively. Comparisons are made between paths which stay below _r =.Y + I and 
those paths which avoid the points (1, I ), (3.3). (5.5) , . . . . The number of paths in eac:l case differ by the 
factor 2AC l(B + 2AC). Several other cases and various probabi!istic consequences are also worked 
out. 
Introduction 
Random war”ks on the lattice 2” are a major topic in combinatorics, probability, 
statistical mechanics, and nonparametric statistics. Among the variations that have 
been studied are various dimensions, different boundaries, and various restrictions 
on the types of steps allowed. 
The departure here is the puncturing of the plane. The random walks will be in 
Z2 and there will usually be absorbing points at (1, l), (3,3), (5, S), . . . . We 
concentrate on this case because the results are a bit surprising. If answers in the 
form of generating functions are acceptable, then many variations are possible. 
Definitions are given in Section 1 while the main results are obtained in Section 2 
and the resulting probabilities are in Section 3. The simplest of the probability 
results is as follows. If a coin is flipped repeatedly, the first time there will be an 
equal number of heads and tails is either after 4k throws (case E) or after 4k + 2 
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throws (case 0). With a fair coin pr(0) = +/?. In Section 4 there are open questions, 
miscellaneous results, and references to the literature. 
I would like to thank Richard Stanley and It-a Gessel for their interest, Douglas 
Rogers for discovering the pivotal Example 2.2, and Ron Leach and Anthony 
Thomas for computer back up. A referee’s astute remarks helped to organize the 
paper and to provide a solution for Remark D in Section 4. 
1. Basic definitions 
For a function f(x) let 
while 
E(f (x)) = 
f(x) +f (-x) 
2 =the even part of f(x), 
O(f (x)) = 
f(x) -f (-x) 
2 = the odd part off(x). 
(1) 
(2) 
l N = (9 I,& . . . ), 
l C = complex numbers, 
l GF = ordinary generating function, 
l Z = integers. 
Let S be any subset of N x IN - ((O,O)} and let sls2 .. . s,,~, denote the path, P, 
starting at the origin whose first step is sl , next step is s2, and so on. A function 
w : S + Cc is called a weight function and it can be extended to paths by defining 
w(P)= ny= 1 w(si). Let Pi,j(S) = C w(P) where the summation is over all paths 
from (0,O) to (i,j) with all steps in S. Let li,JS) = 1 w(P) where the summation is 
over all paths such that for any (x, y) E P, xcy. These will be called “lower” paths. 
In contrast let Q(S) = C w(P) summed over all paths from (0,O) to (i, j) that avoid 
the points (1, l), (3,3), (5, Sj, . . . . These could be called “safe” paths. 
The Catalan numbers (Cn)n10 = { 1, 1,2,5,14,42,132, . . . } can be defined as 
Cn = l/(n + l)(F). In terms of generating functions 
C(x) = c c,Ix” = 1 + xc ‘(x) = 
l-l/G% 
2x l 
(3) 
nr0 
2. Walks with potholes 
Before proceeding with the technicalities of proof we look at two examples. 
Example 2.1. Let the set of possible steps be S = {( l,O), (0, 1)). Paths start at (0,O) 
and avoid the potholes at (1, I), (3,3), .. . . Then the number of paths going safely to 
(2n. 2n) is Cz,, = 1/(2n + l)($. If we use the same S: eliminate the potholes and 
consider lower paths, then the number of paths to (2n, 211) is, this time, exactly equal 
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to c2,r Using the notation above s~,,,~,, (S) = 1 - l2,,,t,(S), n 2 1. In Fig. 1 we see the 
start of this process. 
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Fig.1. 
Example 2.2. This time S = {( l,O), (1, l), (0, 1)) and the number of paths arriving 
safely at (2n, 2n) yields the sequence 1,4,60,1204,27724,6918 12, . . . . 
These numbers, except for n = 0, are + times every other term of the Schroder 
number { 1,2,6,22,90,394,1806,8558, . . . > which come from counting lower paths. 
Thus here s~,,.~,,(S) = + l 12,,,2n (S), n L 1. The mystery is why $? Indeed, why any 
constant? Figure 2 illustrates the first few terms. 
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Fig.2. 
03 
Before proceeding we write down a lemma about the even part of a quadratically 
defined function. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let g(x) = 1 + Bxg(x) + ACx(g(x))2. TheN 
Ug(x)) = I+ ~mgw + 2A ~~~g)(m~gw). 
Proof. The result follows from 
(i) E(g(x)) = 1 + BxO(g(x) + ACxO(g(x)‘) and 
(ii) E(g(x)‘) =2= (g(x)+g(-x))/2* (g(x)-g(-x))/2=2E(g)O(g). 0 
We now let S= ((l,O),(l, l),(O% 1)) where w(l,O)=A, w(l,l)=B, and w(O,l)=C. 
Let I&-) = C {,, rO & + I ,,.,, Ix”‘. Since l,,, k = Al,, _ l~k + Bl,, _ I,k _ 1 + Cl,, k _ 1 for n > k L 1 
we see that 
l&y) = lk = Alk _ 1 + xBIA. + xCli + 1 . 
The mental picture here might be Fig. 3. 
(9 
Fig. 3. 
Assume now that I&-) = lo(x)[f(x)]’ for k = 0, 1,2, .. . and we will see if we can 
find suitable lo and f to make it work. Plugging into (5) yields 
/[jfk=Alofk-’ +Bxl()fk+Cxl()fkf (6) 
w hich yields 
f=A+Bxf+Cxf’ 
07 
l-Bx-l/(i-Bx)‘-4ACx 
f= --ex . 
Meanwhile 
I[, = 1 + Bxl, + Cxl, 
= 1 + Bxl, + Cxfll,. 
Thus I,,( 1 - Bx- Cxf) = 1 which implies that 
/() = 
l-Bx-1/(1-B~)~-4/lCx f 
=- 
2ACx A’ 
(8) 
(9) 
Similarly let +(x) = CmrCl Q+~,~x~. Analogous computations lead to sv- = s0 f k 
and we note that s_ 1 = (C/A)q . Hence 
S@ = 1 + AxO(s_ 1) + CxO(s* )
= 1 + 2CxO(s,). (11) 
We use the odd part to guarantee the zeros at (1,1),(3,3),(5,5), . . . . Thus 
so(x) = 1 + 2Cxq)(x)O(f(x)) since so is even 
= 1 + 2Cxso(x)A 0(/,(x)). (12) 
Solving for so gives 
so=(l-2Acxo(l,))-‘. (13) 
If M is the constant relating lZ,l,Z,l and s~,~,~,, we want to show 
ME(lo) =so except for the initial term. 
When we adjust for the constant term we obtain 
Thus, 
1 + M(E(l()(x)) - 1) = s, 
=(l - 2ACxO(l,))-1. (14) 
1 - 2ACxO(l,) + M( 1 - 2ACxO(l,))(E(I,) - 1) = 1, 
1 
E(I()) = 1 + 2ACxO(l,) ( > z - 1 + 2ACxO(I,)E(I()). (1% 
But by the lemma 
Hence 
E(l,) = 1 + BxO(l, j + 2ACxO(I,)E(I,). (16) 
1 
2AC --1 =B ( > M 
and 
2AC 
M= 
B+2AC’ 
(17) 
i 
Coilecting alt this together yields: 
Proposition 2.4. Let S= {(l.O),(l, l),(O, l)} with w(l,O)=A, w(l,l)=B, w(O,l)=C. 
Then 
2AC 
S h, 211 = I B for 112 1. + 2/, C 2t1, 2fl 
Example 2.5. If A = C = 1, B = 0, we find that 
S2~,2.=l=r2~,2~=1*~(42nn). 
(18) 
(1% 
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Example 2.6. If A = B = C = 1, then 
sz,,, 2n = 7 ‘1 zn, 2,r = 3 
2-r 
2,I for nr 1 
where r,,, denotes the nlth large Schrader number and 
03 
c rl,x” = 
I-x-d_ 
=1+2x+6x”+22x3i 
II =o 2x 
Corollary. For n 2 1, 3 divides rztl since wi!h A = B = CE Z 
%,k E z- 
Example 2.7. If A = B = 1, C = -$, then 
2Ac 4 =-- 
B+2AC 3 
and 
O” sty c 
Mx-) = c x2 x3 
I1 ro 
2”X~~=l+l~+3--ifl!--,-f~~~. 
2 2- 2- 
(20) 
. . . . (21) 
we must have that 
(22) 
The numbers SIT are the little Schriider numbers and the sz count the number of 
possibly incomplete parenthesizations of an n-product or rooted planar trees with 
no vertices of degree 2 (other than possibly the root) and with n endpoints [I, p. 451. 
Example 2.7J If A = 2, B= C= 1, then 2AC/(B+ 2AC) = 415 and Co(x) = I+ 3x+ 
15x’+93x3+645x”+*... 1 f neither restriction is imposed the main diagonal has the 
GF 
1+5x+37x~+305x3+~~~= 
1 
lll_1ox+x2 
(23) 
so that the nth term is just the nth Legendre polynomial evaluated at 5. [We here 
at the studio do appreciate all those Legendre requests.] 
Remark. Proposition 2.8 would remain true if we wanted symmetry about the line 
y=x. 
Proposition 2.8 (Generalized Euler King walks). Let S = { (2,0), (1, I ), (0,2)} with 
M2,O)=A, ~(1, l)=B and w(O,2)=C. Then BS2,,,2,=2AClz,,_,,2,_,, nr 1. Also 
lo(x) = A + Bxl, + Cx’(@’ and f(x) =x!&). 
Proof. Similar in spirit and approach to Proposition 2.4. Cl 
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To see the chessboard let A = B = C = 1. Then the first few Pi,j are as follows: 
1 
PO.0 1 x 1 
p2,o P1.I PO,2 or 1 1 2 1 1 
P4,o p3, I p2,2 , PI.3 PO,4 124x421 
. . . 137686731 
. . . 
Without the x the problem of finding the generating function for the middle col- 
umn goes back to Euler (Opera Omnia, series 1, V. 15, pp. 50-69). See also [16]. 
Example 2.9. If A = B = C = 1, then s~,,,~~ = 2/,,, _ 1,~~~ _ I where C,ilzo I ,,,,, #” = 
m(x)= 1+x+2x2+4x3+9x4+21x5+.*=. The sequence 1, 1,2,4s9,21,..T is the se- 
quence of Motzkin numbers [2]. And 
m(x) = 1 + x/n(x) + x2m(xJ2 = 
l-x-1/‘1-2x-3x2 
2x2 l 
(24) 
Example 2.10. If A = C= 1, B = 2, then 2AC/B = 1. In this example another reincar- 
nation of the Catalan numbers appears. 
Example 2.11. If A = 1, B=3, C=2, then 2AC/B=4/3 and here again lo is the GF 
for the little Schroder numbers now starting 1,3,11,45,197, . . . . 
3. Probabilities 
In this section we return to the classical case where each move is either (1,0) or 
(0,l). It’s a well-known, if not totally intuitive, result that if a fair coin is flipped 
infinitely many number of times, then with probability 1, the number of heads will 
at some point equal the number of tails. In fact this must happen infinitely often. 
Equivalently, if (0,l) and (1,O) are equally likely, all paths return to the main 
diagonal infinitely often. 
The first return must either occur at (2n,2n) for some n which we will call case 
E or at some (2n + 1,2n + 1) which is case 0. The probability of 0 is + l/z and the 
relevant generating function is E(lo(x)) as in Proposition 2.4 with B r-0. 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose the probability of moving east (i.e., (1,O)) is p while the 
probability of moving north (Le., (0,l)) is q. Then the probability of first return to 
the main diagonal at (2n + 1,2n + 1) for some n is + ( d- - dc4pq j while that 
of first return at (2n, 2n) is 1 - + (fG+ l/i%&) and that of no return is 
lfF&. 
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Proof. Until the first return a walk is restricted to a single octant as in Proposition 
2.4. Thus for a return to (2n + 1,2n + 1) there are 2 - 1/(2n + I)(:::) paths each with 
probability (p~#‘~ ’ I. Summing yields 
2pq(1+2p2q2+ 14p4q4i- l =*) 
= 2P9m(P9N 
=2pq + 
[( 
1-fI=i&+ I-+$q 
2P9 2(-P@ I = +</iTqGj- ~i=&j). cl 
(23 
(26) 
(27) 
If the first return is to (2n,2n), then the generating function is 2pq(C0(pq)). 
When p=q=$ it is clear that eventually there must be a return to some 
(2n + 1,2n + 1) since there must be an infinite number of returns to the main 
dtagonal. If yf q, there is some chance of not ever hitting one of these odd potholes. 
Proposition 3.2. Suppose the probability of moving east is p> 0, north is 
I- p = q > 0, and that a path ends bvhenever it gets to some (2n + 1,2n + 1). All paths 
start ai (0,O). Then the chance of arriving at some (2n + 1,2n + 1) is 
1 - i’l - 16p’q’ 
4P9 l 
Proof. Using the notation of Proposition 2.8 we want to calculate 
2Wi (Pqjj = 2O(s&@f (P4)) 
= 2sd P4)O(P4~0( P4)) 
= 2E(M P4)) PqW*( P(7)) 
I( 
l-i_+ I-/iq$ 2 
=2pq + 
2P9 2(-PY) )I 
=p4 I/l+4pq+m z 
2 ( 2P9 > 
= 
l-1/_ q 
4P9 - 
(28) 
By way of contrast recall the classic gambler’s ruin problem, also known as the 
drunk near the cliff or as a one-dimensional random walk with one absorbing bar- 
rier. A gambler starts with one dollar, bets one dollar each time, and has probability 
,!I?+ chance of winning each time. The gambler’s chance of extinction is 
P=(l -p)&. For p=$, P=+. 
Now we change the rules a bit. If the gambler has 0 capital after 4k plavs the 
casino lends him some money and he keeps playing. If he has 0 capital after 4k+ 2 
plays he loses (i.e., he now loses only if he hits an absorbing point at some 
(2k + 1,2k + 1)). Again pi +. Now his chance of extinction diminishes slightly to 
1 
p = p G OKI)) = 
1-f-- 
ap’ l (30) 
For p=f, P= &(9 - fl)=O.457. [Admittedly neither the author nor this game 
has ever seen Las Vegas.] 
4. Further notes 
Remark A. If absorbing states are at (2,2), (4,4), (6,6), .. . and S = {( l,O), (0, l)>, then 
the number of paths to (2n+ 1,2n + 1) is 22’r+tC,1. 
Remark B. Figure 4 shows a related example of a random walk with funny bound- 
aries which yields to similar methods at least up to producing a generating function. 
Fig.4. 
The generating function of the main diagonal of Fig. 4 is, 
C,(x)=1+2x+3x’+10x3+22x4+~~~ 
2+4x+2f-x 
= 
1+(1+x)/iz+(l-x)diX+ I/-i=iW’ 
(31) 
Remark C. Here is another recent result about puncturing the plane. Let S = (( l,O), 
(91)) and now locate potholes at (nz,nl),(m+l,m+l),...,(m+n-l,n?+n-1). 
Then Gessel [5] has s,hown that the number of safe paths is m/(m + n)( ‘,i:‘)( 2:). This 
can be shown by counting separately the safe paths that do and do not pass through 
(l~I-1,n?-l). 
Remark D. For what other arrangements of absorbing points do we get “tidy” 
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results? For one particular case let S = ((0, I), (l,O), (1, I)} and put absorbing points 
at all (2n + I,2171 +1), n, 111 I 0. This can be solved using a transfer matrix approach 
(see Stanley [lS]). There are three types of “points” for this problem, (even,even), 
(even, odd), and (odd, even). The ahowable transfers or transitions are given by the 
matrix 
CY XY oJ 
in which the rows and columns are indexed by the “points” in the order given. Then 
the (i,j) entry in (Z-M)-’ is the GF for paths from a “point” of type i to one of 
typej. Since the origin is of type 1, the desired GF for all paths starting at the origin 
is the sum of the (1, l), (1,2), and (1,3) entries of (1-M)‘. It is instructive to com- 
pute M, M’, and M3 to see this evolve. Since 
(1-M) = (32) 
1 
i 
1 _gy:! x(1 +y”) y(l +x2) 
= l-&y'_ 3x’yx x(1 t-y’) 1 -y’ 2XY 
I 
(33) 
y(1 +x’) 2XY l-x2 
collecting at (1, I), (1,2), and (1,3) gives the GF 
0X Y) = 
1 -x2y”+x+y+xy’+x2y (1 +xy)(l +x+y-xy) 
l_xLyL3x2y2 -= l-x~_yL3x2y2 l (34) 
To find the number of paths that arrive safely at the line Y +x= n we compute 
the coefficient of x” in 
F(x, x) = 
(1+x2)(1+2x-x2) 1+2x-x2 
(1-3x2)(1+x2) = 1-3x2 (35) 
Comtet [l] has background information and combinatorial settings for the 
Catalan and the Schroder numbers. An exhaustive account of the Motzkin numbers 
is in [2]. See also Goulden-Jackson [6, Ch. 5.21. The books of Mohanty [7] and 
Narayana [9] give extensive accounts of lattice path combinatorics and the connec- 
tions with nonparametric statistics. The classic book of Feller [3] gives an excellent 
account of fluctuations of lead. The paper of Neiderhausen [lo] shows how to adapt 
umbra1 methods to random walks with various boundaries. See also Gessel [4]. 
Remark E. Many of the results of this paper can be recast in matrix form where 
the GF of the kth column is g(x)[f(.u)]“. With mild restrictions uch matrices form 
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ar. interesting roup called variwsly the umbra1 group, the Scheffer group [ 141, or 
the Riordan group [ 151. 
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